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equally necessary as the finding of a

place.

When the experience that we have

gained is sufficient for the accomplish-

ment of his work, if we have at the same

time found the place at which the work

could be accomplished, then two points

are gained preparatory to building up his

kingdom and carrying out his purposes.

Without either of these, he could hardly

be calculating to accomplish his work,

unless he works differently from what

we generally understand that he does.

When we shall in a future day look

back over our travels in connection with

the history of this Church, we shall not

set them down as awful persecutions,

as we may have regarded them in days

that are past. We shall look at them as

we now look at the wanderings of Israel

in the wilderness between the land of

Egypt, where they were held in bondage,

and from which they were led to the land

of Canaan, which was given to them as a

possession.

Why did they not travel directly? We

generally understood it was because they

were rebellious; it was because they

would not learn so much of the truth

as was necessary to qualify them for en-

tering into the rest of God. This pro-

longed their travel in the wilderness, and

they traveled and traveled, and contin-

ued to travel, till there was a people that

could be led—that could be controlled—

that could be managed and led to pos-

sess the land, and to do the thing that

was designed to be done at that time.

The Lord had it in his heart to accom-

plish a work with the people of this

dispensation in the proclamation of the

Gospel—to call them to the knowledge

of the truth; and then, by the revelation

of his will from time to time, he taught

them the things that they could believe

and that they could receive, and he im-

parted those things that were suitable

for them. The things that they could

not and would not receive were withheld

from their sight until other times and

other circumstances surrounded them—

until there was a disposition developed

in the people that they would receive

them; and under this kind of guidance

we have traveled west, even under the

direction of God; then the Devil has

kicked us east, and then we have trav-

eled west again; and finally our journey-

ing has led us to this place—the first

place that the Saints have ever occupied

where the kingdom of God could be built

up.

This makes me calculate that the

time has come when the kingdom of God

should be built up—when it should be-

come a nation, a kingdom, a power upon

the earth, whose increasing enlargement

should be the diminution, the decline,

the falling away of all other powers of the

earth.

Well, then, should we be driven away

from here, or should we be trodden down

here? To admit this is to admit that this

is not the kingdom and work of God. This

is the work of God, and this is his king-

dom; and we are here—not because the

Devil would have us here, for he is very

sorry that we are here; neither are we

here because our enemies have desired

to have us here, but because it was the

design of our Father to bring us here. His

own right hand has brought us here, and

his Spirit has led us and dictated his peo-

ple and servants until he has brought us

here.

However this may appear to us, it is

the Lord's own doing. Why so? Because

he could not accomplish his purposes

without it. And if it is the Lord's work,

then there is no failure—then we are not

to be destroyed, we are not to be driven

away, we are not to be wasted anymore,

we are not to be trodden down anymore

by the iron heel of oppression; but we are


